
Crown Council:   

We The People of Superior Jurisdiction 

Council founded by Lawful Due Process:  8.11.2022  

by Terra Australis Grand Jury 15.  

Document Ref: CCWTPOSJ - 55: 001- 21112022:11  

  

This communication comes in Peace.  

At no time may the writer, nor the reader,  

nor anyone who actions  

Rule of Lore/Law, All Are Equal Before The Lore/Law 

Be harmed, in any way whatsoever, at any time. Ever.  

This is the Laws of peace  

as we welcome 1000 Golden Years in which  

Planet Earth will experience no War 

 

  The Meek Shall Inherit The Earth. Matthew 5:5         

_____________________
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                    FIRST NATION SOVEREIGN COUNCIL  
                      Founded 20 May, 2023 and in conjunction with 
                                           Crown Executive Orders and the  
                               Terra Australis Grand Jury’s; founded 23.9.2021  
 
                         First Nation Sovereign Council: of Superior Jurisdiction; 

present the following Terms and Conditions 
for the Australian Government 

and its associated corporations of: inferior jurisdiction;  
to continue to engage in commerce on these lands.  

 
Effective immediately.    

____________________  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Form 00005.   IA & I  :  MAP & TRACK.   

 

               INDEPENDENT AUDIT & INVESTIGATION 
By Crown: We The People of Superior Jurisdiction Audit Team: 

                                         
1. 1.2.2024  .11 
2. REF: 8801 - 002 
3. Third Party Job Providers in Government Contracts: are therefore the equivalent to Public 

Servants and are bound by the Grand Jury Orders: 
4. Fines and Penalties for Job Providers: violating the Executor and Beneficiary: 
5. Please refer to 8801 - 001 for clarity of the Creditor position and the restoration of Lawful Due 

Process. 
6. Maxim of Law: All Are Accountable for their action.  

7. Grand Jury Orders: 
8. Time is charged at $500 per hour as per .  Grand Jury 27 Order# 16 
9. Payable by the Public Servant in their personal capacity.  

DATE DOCUMENT # ACTION GAZETTED REPLY 
BY: 

 REPLY 
RECEIVED 

ADDITIONAL  
NOTES  

1.2.2024 8801 - 002 FIRST NOTICE The CREDITOR 
Restored. 
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Grand Jury #26 Order #13 29 September 2023
Third Party Slave Traders. Eg: Max Employment, Workskil
13.1. Centrelink- derived from the Workhouse Test Act of 1723, has long been a slave
system, created by the Catholic Church, which allegedly owns the People. Unum Sanctum
1302, and further Papal Bulls.
13.2. This is a landscape in which Inherent Rights are forcibly exchanged for Benefits, thus
alleging to bring an individual under the jurisdiction of the inferior Private Members
Association, that calls itself the Australian Government.
13.3. This is effectively blackmail, coercion and slavery. It is fraud, because the Australian
Government alleges to have resources to give to you, that were not already yours.
13.4. This is not possible, since all resources are derived via the monetisation of the Birth
Certificate or the alleged permission granted for use of resources, by the receipt, known as
the Birth Certificate, despite no transaction details readily available since Humanity has
traditionally been under Guardianship and therefore allegedly; did not need to be
consulted about Resource Use.
13.5. Particularly vulgar is the development of the points based system to monitor
Humanity and their application to job search requirements. Upon failing the points system
an individual can be suspended from payments, thus causing extreme distress and
hardship on an already highly stressed population.
13.6. Thus these 3rd party contractors who are the Job Seeker contractors, of which Max
Employment or Workskil Australia would be examples, are hereby given Notice that:
13.6.1. The point system is Null and Void. Under no circumstances is Humanity
monitored by a point system. This is a complete absurdity.
13.6.2. The disconnection of any individual from essential resources that were only
ever theirs to begin with, is strictly forbidden and does now incur a penalty to the
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provider of an amount of: $10 000 per day, per Man or Woman, also known as the
Executor and Beneficiary.
13.6.3. The Job Seeker provider: eg Max Employment  and Workskil Australia would be liable 
for this injury/penalty.
13.6.4. All providers will be Notified and must reply with written confirmation of
receipt no later than 2 weeks after receipt, or be deemed incompetent and incur a
$1million penalty for belligerence, slavery, treason and fraud, and a public listing
for such conduct.
13.6.5. The CEO’s will be held 100% personally liable and accountable for
recognising this change in their contract.
13.6.6.Any individual team members who action a disconnection from resources
upon any individual will be held personally liable and accountable and incur a
penalty of $66 000 - flat rate.
13.6.7.The assumption of a Smart phone and use of an app is also acknowledged.

13.7.What say you Jurors?
13.8.Unanimous Yes.

10.No jurisdiction exists for the Private Corporation that calls itself the ‘Australian Government’ to 
attempt to open commercial business transactions and position the Creditor to be the Debtor, 
under the guise of ‘safety’, and or ‘welfare check’,  and or ‘mutual obligation’; resulting in 
harvest, harassment and invasion of privacy. 

11. All further communications regarding this matter should be directed to: 
wethepeople@executiveorders.life and/or sheriffs@wacommonlaw.au
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12.Further Grand Jury Orders will continue to be written to Map and Track, and Block and Check 
every move that this private administration presents to Humanity that causes Harm and Injury, 
a fictional scarcity on our abundant planet, and all forms of Belligerence by our Public Servant 
sector, paid on the Public Purse.  

13.This is the End of Ages, and All Are Accountable for their actions.  Choose wisely. 

 

 

 
Leith Masters                                                               Denise Chadwick    
First Nation Sovereign Council                                      First Nation Sovereign Council                                                 
Co-Executive Trustee for Humanity  -                            Co-Executive Trustee for Humanity -
Terra Australis                                                                Terra Australis.  
Sovereign Peoples Assembly SPAWA                           Sovereign Peoples Assembly SPAWA  
Sheriff: SPAWA                                                              Sheriff: SPAWA            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